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Abstract

Introduction: Ensuring adequate and equitable distribution of resources to support

persons living with dementia relies on understanding the burden and distribution of

dementia in a population. Our goal was to develop an approach to estimate dementia

prevalence at the local level in the United States using publicly available data.

Methods:Our approach combines publicly available data on dementia prevalence and

demographic data from the US Census to estimate dementia prevalence. We illus-

trate this approach by estimating dementia prevalence in persons aged 65 and older

in Philadelphia, PA; Chicago, IL; and Atlanta, GA.

Results: Overall, we estimate the prevalence of dementia among those 65 and older

to be 11.9% in Philadelphia, 11.8% Chicago, and 12.3% in Atlanta. Estimates across

Philadelphia localities vary from 9.3% to 15.9%.

Discussion: Our approach provides a cost-effective method to generate estimates of

dementia prevalence at the local level.

HIGHLIGHTS:

∙ Brain health needs assessments require understanding of local dementia preva-

lence.

∙ Our approach can be used to estimate dementia prevalence in individual communi-

ties.

∙ This information can inform decisions about distribution of resources.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Dementia is a debilitating disease that places enormous strain on the

health-care system and on loved ones, who often become informal

caregivers. Resources and services received by persons living with
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dementia and their care partners are typically offered and coordi-

nated at the state or local level. Critically, ensuring adequate funding,

availability, and equitable distribution of public health programs for

dementia relies on understanding the disease burden and distribution

in a population. Such information can inform decisions about the
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allocation of resources, whether the availability of programs and

services to support those living with dementia and their care partners

meets community needs, and whether subpopulations most impacted

by dementia have access to a proportional share of services. As such,

municipalities could benefit from an understanding of the burden of

dementia in their communities.

In the United States, estimating dementia prevalence in a given

municipality can be challenging. Presently, there is no national surveil-

lance system for dementia, and given the costs of developing andmain-

taining successful surveillance systems,1 it is unclear if and when we

can expect one in the United States. Until such a system is imple-

mented, we must rely on other approaches. Other administrative

sources of information, such as Medicare claims, are unlikely to pro-

vide adequate information, as many people with dementia remain

undiagnosed, and the sensitivity and specificity of a Medicare claim

for identifying people living with dementia varies across sociodemo-

graphic subgroups.2–5 Existing epidemiologic studies that estimate and

forecast the prevalence of dementia have focused on the national

population,6–8 and so have limited utility for public health planning at

the local level.

Our goal was to develop an approach for estimation of dementia

prevalence at the local level using publicly available data. Broadly, this

approachuses available, if limited, informationondementia prevalence

from US-based cohort studies to generate prevalence estimates for

predetermineddemographic subgroups,which are then combinedwith

census data to estimate dementia prevalence in specific geographic

areas. Herewe describe and illustrate our approach by generating esti-

mates of dementia prevalence for three major US cities—Philadelphia,

PA; Chicago, IL; and Atlanta, GA—as well as in smaller geographic units

(public usemicrodata areas, or PUMAs) within Philadelphia.

2 METHODS

2.1 Overview of approach

To begin, we reviewed the published literature and cohort websites

for reports of dementia prevalence or incidence, stratified by age, sex,

and/or race-ethnicity. We then selected a subset of these reports—

based on availability of stratified risk estimates, racial/ethnic diversity

of the sample, and calendar period for the reported risk estimates—

to inform our approach. Using data from these reports, we gener-

ated estimates of dementia prevalence within defined age-, sex-, and

race/ethnicity categories.Next,wecombined these stratifiedestimates

with demographic information from theUSCensus Bureau to estimate

dementia prevalence in persons aged 65 and older in populations of

interest (Figure 1). As we rely on published or publicly-available statis-

tics, this work is not human subjects research.

2.2 Literature search

We searched PubMed for US population-based studies published after

2000 using the search terms “dementia,” “prevalence,” “incidence,” and

RESEARCH INCONTEXT

1. Systematic Review: The authors reviewed PubMed for

recent articles reporting on dementia prevalence or inci-

dence in demographic subgroups. Relevant articles were

used as source material for our approach to estimating

local dementia prevalence.

2. Interpretation: Our findings illustrate that it is possible

to derive actionable estimates of dementia prevalence at

the local level based on publicly available data.

3. Future Directions: Estimates of local dementia preva-

lence can be used to inform efforts to ensure adequate

and equitable distribution of resources to support per-

sons living with dementia. Our approach provides a rea-

sonable and cost-effective solution to generating local

estimates in the context of local brain health needs

assessment efforts, when other options for generating

such statistics are not feasible.

“United States.” Relevant articles identified from reference lists of arti-

cles found through PubMed were also reviewed and considered. If

there was more than one article available for a particular cohort, the

most recent article was considered. For cohorts identified or known to

us with both dementia ascertainment and continuous enrollment, we

accessed cohortwebsites todeterminewhether recentdataondemen-

tia risk by demographic subgroups was available there.

We reviewed each identified report, and we excluded reports that

identified persons with dementia solely from cognitive test data or

other algorithmic approaches and those that did not provide infor-

mation on dementia incidence or prevalence in subgroups defined by

age, sex, and/or race. Ultimately, we chose reports from six samples to

inform our dementia prevalence calculator (Table 1).9–14

2.3 Samples used to inform dementia calculator

We used or derived age, sex, and race/ethnicity-specific demen-

tia prevalence estimates for four samples (Table 1, Figure 2): the

Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC)9 study, the Chicago

Health and Aging Project (CHAP)11 study, the Kaiser Permanente

Northern California membership (Kaiser),10 and a combined sample

consisting of both the Rush Memory and Aging Project (MAP)15 and

Rush Minority Aging Research Study (MARS).16 MAP and MARS are

designed to be combined and have harmonized protocols. These sam-

ples were chosen because they reported dementia prevalence or inci-

dence in strata defined by at least two of our three demographic char-

acteristics of interest (age, sex, and race/ethnicity), reported on rel-

evant statistics in more than one racial/ethnic group, and reported

findings from relatively recent calendar years or from a population-

based sample. Data from ARIC, CHAP, and Kaiser were based on peer-

reviewed reports.9–11 Data from MAP/MARS were obtained from the
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F IGURE 1 Visual representation of our overall approach to estimating dementia prevalence

Rush Alzheimer’s Disease Center (RADC) Research Resource Sharing

Hub on June 11, 2020.12

We also used data from two additional samples (Table 1). As

described in detail below, we used data from the Aging, Demograph-

ics and Memory Study (ADAMS)13 to help extrapolate from reported

age- and race/ethnicity-specific prevalence estimates in CHAP to

age-, sex-, and race/ethnicity specific prevalence estimates. Similarly,

because the Hispanic population represented in the Kaiser cohort

is largely Mexican-American, and dementia risk varies across Latino

subgroups,10 we used data from the Washington Heights–Inwood

Columbia Aging Project–Phase I (WHICAP-I),14 along with data from

Kaiser,10 to develop prevalence estimates for Hispanics. Because the

data from these two samples are older (from the early 1990s or early

2000s), they were not used as primary sources. All studies obtained

informed consent for cohort participation.

2.4 Derivation of age-, sex-, and race-specific
dementia prevalence estimates

ARIC, Kaiser, CHAP, and MAP/MARS did not directly report demen-

tia prevalence for subgroups that were identical across studies or

which matched the categories used by the US Census. Therefore,

we estimated the prevalence of dementia in each sample for sub-

groups defined by age (65–74, 75–84, and 85+), sex (male and

female), and race (Black,White, Hispanic/Latino, and Asian). Below, we

detail the processes used to derive comparable statistics across each

sample.

2.4.1 Incidence-to-prevalence approximation

ARIC9 and CHAP11 published stratified dementia prevalence esti-

mates.Wewere able to extract dementia prevalence estimates by age,

sex, and race/ethnicity from MAP/MARS through the RADC Research

Resource Sharing Hub.12 However, Kaiser published dementia inci-

dence rates by age, sex, and race/ethnicity, rather than prevalence.10

Therefore, we derived the dementia prevalence in strata defined

by age, sex, and race/ethnicity using the conversion: prevalence

odds = incidence rate × average duration, assuming average dementia

duration to be 7.4 years, derived based on data fromCHAP.11

2.4.2 Derivation of prevalence estimates in
desired age categories

Our next step was to estimate dementia prevalence within age cat-

egories that matched those used by the US Census: 65 to 74, 75 to

84, and 85+. CHAP reported dementia prevalence by these age break-

downs. For ARIC and MAP/MARS, we used predicted values from an

exponential regression best fit line, consistentwith evidence of demen-

tia risk increasing exponentially with age,17–19 fit to the reported data

on age group–specific prevalence, to derive estimates for alternate

age categories.20 MAP/MARS reported sex- and race-specific demen-

tia prevalence estimates for the 65 to 84, 85 to 89, and90+ age groups.

Within each sex- and race-specific subgroup, we estimated the preva-

lence of dementia in age groups, 65 to 74, 75 to 84, and 85+, using an

exponential best-fit line, assuming that the midpoint of each desired
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TABLE 1 Available data used for developing or validating dementia prevalence estimates

Source Study population

Dementia diagnosis

definition Years

Description of

available statistics and

source

Use in dementia prevalence

calculator

Atherosclerosis

Risk in the

Community

(ARIC),

Knopman et al.,

2016

ARIC participants

were recruited to be

representative of

four US

communities at

baseline (1987):

Minneapolis

suburbs, MN; black

residents of

Jackson,MS;

Washington County,

MD; and Forsyth

County, NC; sample

participants are

those whowere

alive at the time of

Visit 5.

For persons who attended

Visit 5, dementia status

was determined based

on expert review of

cognitive testing,

informant interview, and

functional assessment

versus DSM-V criteria.

For participants who did

not attend Visit 5,

dementia status was

ascertained based on

telephone interviews,

informant interviews,

and hospital and death

records, as available.

2011 to

2013

Prevalence of dementia

for subgroups

cross-classified by

age group (65–69,

70–74, 75–79,

80–84, and 85–89),

sex, and race (White

and Black) in 2011 to

2013 in four US

communities

Estimation of dementia

prevalence for

Non-HispanicWhites and

Non-Hispanic Blacks

ChicagoHealth and

Aging Project

(CHAP), Rajan

et al., 2019

Participants recruited

from four

neighborhoods in

Southside Chicago

from 1994 to 2012

Dementia status was

determined by

board-certified

neurologist based on

cognitive testing, medical

history, and neurologic

examination, using

NINCDS-ADRDA

criteria.

1994 to

2012

Prevalence of AD

dementia for

subgroups

cross-classified by

age group (65–74,

75–84, and 85+) and

race (non-Hispanic

White and Black)

Estimation of dementia

prevalence for

Non-HispanicWhites and

Non-Hispanic Blacks.

Estimate of dementia

duration using dementia

prevalence and incidence

rates

Kaiser Permanente

Northern

California

membership

Mayeda et al. 2016

Members of Kaiser

Permanente

Northern California

whowere at least 60

years old in 2000

Dementia status was

defined based on ICD-9

codes for AD, vascular

dementia, and

nonspecific dementia in

electronic medical

records.

2000 to

2013

Incidence of dementia

for subgroups

cross-classified by

age group (65–69,

70–74, 75–79,

80–84, 85–89, 90+),

sex, and race (African

American, American

Indian or Alaska

Native, Latino, Pacific

Islander,White, and

Asian American)

Estimation of dementia

prevalence for

Non-HispanicWhites and

Non-Hispanic Blacks.

Estimation of multiplier for

estimating dementia

prevalence in Hispanics

and Asians relative to

non-HispanicWhites

Memory and Aging

Project (MAP) &

Minority Aging

Research Study

(MARS),

radc.rush.edu –

6/11/2020

Community-dwelling

adults in Chicago

and northern Illinois

whowere at least 65

years old at

recruitment

(1997–2020 for

MAP, 2004–2020

forMARS)

Dementia status is

determined by a

neuropsychologist after

review of cognitive

testing, neurologic

examination, informant

interview, and other

clinical data, using

NINCDS/ADRDA

criteria.

1994 to

2020

Prevalence of dementia

for subgroups

cross-classified by

age group (65–84,

85–89, and 90+), sex,

and race (White and

Black) among living

participants ofMAP

andMARS as of June

11, 2020

Estimation of dementia

prevalence for

Non-HispanicWhites and

Non-Hispanic Blacks

Aging,

Demographics,

andMemory

Study (ADAMS)

Plassman et al.,

2007

Stratified random

sample of

participants in the

Health and

Retirement Study, a

nationally

representative

cohort.

Dementia status was

determined by expert

consensus at a clinical

case conference, based

on review of cognitive

testing, neurologic exam,

functional impairment,

informant interview, and

other relevant data using

DSM-III-R or DSM-IV

criteria.

2001 to

2003

Prevalence of dementia

and dementia

subtypes for

subgroups based on

age (71–79, 80–89,

90+), and sex in

2001–2003

Used the female: male

prevalence ratio to

estimate sex-specific

prevalence in CHAP and

WHICAP-I. Used to

validate our calculator.

(Continues)
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

Source Study population

Dementia diagnosis

definition Years

Description of

available statistics and

source

Use in dementia prevalence

calculator

Washington

Heights–Inwood

Columbia Aging

Project–Phase I

(WHICAP-I)

Tang et al., 2001

Probability sample of

Medicare

beneficiaries in the

WashingtonHeights

and Inwood

neighborhoods in

NewYork City

Dementia status was

determined by expert

consensus at a clinical

case conference, based

review of cognitive

testing, and other

relevant information

using onDSM-IV

criteria.42

1992 to

1999

Incidence of dementia

for subgroups based

on age group (65–74,

75–84, and 85+) and

race

(African-American,

CaribbeanHispanic,

andWhite) in

1992–1999;

participants were

Medicare

beneficiaries in the

WashingtonHeights

and Inwood

neighborhoods in

NewYork City who

agreed to enroll in

the study.

Development of multiplier

for estimating dementia

prevalence in Hispanics

relative to non-Hispanic

Whites

Abbreviations: AD, Alzheimer’s disease; DSM, Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders; ICD-9, International Classification of Diseases, Ninth

Revision; NINCDS-ADRDA,National Institute of Neurological andCommunicativeDisorders and Stroke–Alzheimer’s Disease and RelatedDisorders Associ-

ation.

category is representative of the prevalence in that category for 65

to 74 and 75 to 84, and assuming dementia prevalence at age 90 is

representative of dementia prevalence in the 85+ group. The ARIC

cohort reported sex- and race-specific dementia prevalence for 5-year

age groups from 65 to 89. Similarly, we used these data to estimate an

exponential best-fit line, which we then used to estimate the demen-

tia prevalence for individuals 90+, assuming the estimated dementia

prevalence at age92 is representativeof the90+ category. This yielded

prevalence estimates for the age groups of 65 to 69, 70 to 74, 75 to 79,

80 to 84, 85 to 89, and 90+. We then calculated a weighted average

of age group–specific dementia prevalence to derive estimates within

the 65 to 74 and 75 to 84 age groups, based on the reported number

of individuals in each age group. The prevalence of dementia for indi-

viduals 85+was calculated as a simple average of the dementia preva-

lence for those 85 to89 and90+. Kaiser reported dementia prevalence

stratified by5-year age groups. Because theKaiser studydid not report

sample sizes for each age group, we used the number of individuals in

each 5-year age category from the 2013 5-year US census population

data for the 48 northernmost California counties serviced by Kaiser

Permanente21 to create a weighted average of the 5-year categories,

yielding dementia prevalence in the 65 to 74 and 75 to 84 age cate-

gories. The prevalence of dementia for individuals 85+was calculated

as a simple average of the dementia prevalence for those 85 to 89 and

90+.

2.4.3 Sex-specific prevalence approximation

ARIC, Kaiser, and MAP/MARS provided relevant statistics stratified

by age, sex, and race/ethnicity. However, CHAP provided statistics

by age and race only. We derived sex-specific dementia prevalence

estimates within each age and race group in CHAP based on the

proportion of males and females in each race–age group, and the

ratios of dementia prevalence of women to men in each age category.

We used the estimated prevalence of dementia for females and for

males from ADAMS13 to derive the women–men prevalence ratios.

(In the absence of more specific data, we chose ADAMS because

it was designed to allow recovery of nationally representative esti-

mates and allowed us to keep estimates across the four samples inde-

pendent, but we acknowledge that using a single ratio may not fully

represent changes in sex difference by age and race.) For deriving

the proportion of males and females in each age–race category, we

used the number of males and females in each age–race group as

reported in the 2012 US Census 5-year population estimates for the

three Chicago neighborhoods from which CHAP participants were

recruited.21 Assuming the dementia prevalence in each age–race cat-

egory is a weighted average of the prevalence of dementia in men

and the prevalence of dementia in women in each age–race category,

we were thus able to solve for age-, sex-, and race-specific dementia

prevalence.

2.4.4 Estimated dementia prevalence in
non-Hispanic Whites and non-Hispanic Blacks

Using the steps above, we were able to generate estimates of demen-

tia prevalence within subcategories defined by age (65–74, 75–84,

and 85+), sex (male and female), and two racial categories (Black,

White) in all four primary samples (ARIC, CHAP, Kaiser, MAP/MARS).

For non-Hispanic Whites and Blacks, we averaged the race-, age-,
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and sex-specific dementia prevalence estimates from ARIC, Kaiser,

CHAP, and MAP/MARS to produce an estimated dementia preva-

lence for each race–age–sex group. As an initial check, we con-

firmed these were reasonably similar to reported statistics from other

samples.22,23

2.4.5 Estimated dementia prevalence in Asians and
Hispanics

To estimate the age- and sex-specific dementia prevalence in Asian and

Hispanic groups, wemultiplied the final age- and sex-specific dementia

prevalence estimates in non-Hispanic Whites by the estimated preva-

lence ratios comparing dementia prevalence in Hispanics or Asians

to non-Hispanic Whites. For Asians, this prevalence ratio was based

on data from Kaiser,10 which was the only large, recent study with

the relevant data. For Hispanics, this prevalence ratio was based on

data from both Kaiser10 andWHICAP-I,14 which include different His-

panic/Latinx subpopulations. Similar to CHAP, WHICAP-I only pub-

lished AD dementia incidence rates cross-classified by age and race.

Therefore, we first calculated age- and race-specific prevalence rates

assuming a 7.4-year duration of dementia. We then approximated

sex-specific dementia prevalence rates within each stratum using the

ADAMS-derived prevalence ratios for sex and the American Commu-

nities Survey (ACS) 5-year estimates of census tracts between 155th

Street and 181th Street in theWashington Heights and Inwood neigh-

borhoods in New York in 2010,21 using a process identical to that

described above for CHAP. Finally, we averaged race-specific preva-

lence rates from the two cohorts forWhites and Hispanics, then calcu-

lated a prevalence ratio comparing the prevalence of dementia in His-

panics to that inWhites.

2.4.6 Estimation of dementia prevalence based on
demographic information

The steps above ultimately result in a single set of dementia preva-

lence estimates for subgroups defined by age (65–74, 75–84, and85+),

sex (male and female), and race/ethnicity (non-Hispanic Black, non-

Hispanic White, Asian, and Hispanic). For persons who are not White,

Black, Hispanic, or Asian, we assumed the risk of dementia in each

age/sex category to be equivalent to that observed for non-Hispanic

Whites. We then used information on the age, sex, and racial/ethnic

make-up of a given population provided by the US Census Bureau to

derive estimates of dementia prevalence for that population. Specif-

ically, the number of individuals of a given population in each age,

sex, and racial/ethnic group is multiplied by the estimated dementia

prevalence for that group, producing the expected number of persons

in each group with dementia. The total number of expected cases of

dementia in the given population is then divided by the population

size over 65 to estimate the overall prevalence of dementia in older

adults.

2.5 Validation of the dementia prevalence
calculator

To validate our dementia prevalence calculator, we predicted dementia

prevalence inADAMSand in theUnitedStates andcompared theseval-

ues to those previously reported by Plassman et al. (for ADAMS)13 or

the Alzheimer’s Association 2020 Alzheimer’s Disease Facts and Fig-

ures report (for the United States).24

The ADAMS validation focused on Hispanic, non-Hispanic Black,

and non-Hispanic White participants, given limited number of partic-

ipants who were Asian or of other racial/ethnic groups in the sample.

Plassman et al.13 did not report sample sizes for each race/sex cate-

gory. However, reported prevalence statistics were weighted to repre-

sent the US population aged 71 and older in the year 2002. Therefore,

we used ACS 2002 1-year estimates for Hispanic, non-Hispanic Black,

and non-HispanicWhite persons in theUnited States21 to estimate the

prevalence of dementia in those 71 and older in 2002, and compared

our results to those reported in Plassman et al.13 Because our calcula-

tor predicts prevalence for those age 65 to 74, rather than 71 to 74, we

multiplied the number of adults in each race/sex/65 to 74 group by 0.4

to estimate the number of individuals aged 71 to 74, therefore conser-

vatively assuming the prevalence of dementia does not change within

the 65 to 74 age group.

As a separate validation exercise, we also estimated the prevalence

of dementia in 2018 using ACS 2018 1-year US population estimates21

and compared our results to those published in theAlzheimer’s Associ-

ation 2020 Alzheimer’s Disease Facts and Figures report.24

2.6 Estimation of dementia prevalence in
selected US cities

We chose to illustrate our approach by estimating the prevalence of

dementia in three US cities: Philadelphia, PA; Chicago, IL; and Atlanta,

GA. Though two of the cohorts used for prevalence estimation were

based in Chicago (CHAP and MAP/MARS), neither was intended to

be representative of the entire city. To estimate dementia preva-

lence in Chicago and Atlanta we used ACS 1-year estimates for the

2019 population.21 All of our cities of interest were defined as cen-

sus places. To demonstrate that our approach can capture local vari-

ation in dementia prevalence, we leveraged data from Philadelphia’s

11 PUMAs. For Philadelphia specifically, PUMAs are roughly spatially

aligned with planning districts, and therefore may be useful for local

planning purposes. For Philadelphia and the 11 Philadelphia PUMAs,

we used the ACS 5-year estimates for the 2018 population, as 1-year

estimates were incomplete for specific PUMAs.21

3 RESULTS

Our validation exercises produced estimates of dementia preva-

lence consistent with those reported elsewhere. Because of growing
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F IGURE 2 Timeline of studies used for dementia prevalence estimates. ARIC, Atherosclerosis Risk in the Community; CHAP, ChicagoHealth
and Aging Project; KAISER, Kaiser Permanente; MAP/MARS,Memory and Aging Project/Minority Aging Research Study;WHICAP,Washington
Heights–Inwood Columbia Aging Project

TABLE 2 Estimated dementia prevalence among persons age 65
and older in three US cities

Philadelphia Chicago Atlanta

Overall 11.9% 11.8% 12.3%

Male 10.0% 10.0% 10.9%

Female 13.1% 13.1% 13.3%

Age 65–74 4.2% 4.3% 4.5%

Age 75–84 14.8% 15.1% 16.8%

Age 85+ 37.9% 37.4% 38.3%

Non-HispanicWhite 10.1% 9.8% 9.0%

Non-Hispanic Black 15.1% 15.1% 14.4%

Hispanic 10.4% 11.3% 10.1%

Asian 6.4% 9.0% 17.8%

evidence of declining dementia risk since 2002,25 when ADAMS par-

ticipants were recruited, and our reliance on dementia risk statistics

frommore recent years frommultiple sources in our process, wewould

expect to slightly underestimate the prevalence estimate reported in

ADAMS. Indeed, our estimated overall prevalence of dementia in 2002

in the ADAMS sample was 12.6%, which is predictably slightly lower

than the published prevalence of 13.9%. Our estimate of national

dementia prevalence in 2018 was 9.6%. This was consistent with the

prevalence of 10.0% from Alzheimer’s Association’s 2020 Alzheimer’s

Disease Facts and Figures report.24

Overall, we estimate the dementia prevalence among those 65 and

older to be 11.9% in Philadelphia, 11.8% in Chicago, and 12.3% in

Atlanta (Table 2). As expected, prevalence was higher in older age

groups, and in Black or Hispanic subpopulations. Dementia prevalence

was largely consistent within demographic subgroups across cities.

However, the prevalence of dementia among Asians differed across

cities, reflecting the different age distribution of Asians aged 65 and

older in Chicago, Atlanta, and Philadelphia. Estimates of dementia

prevalence varied from 9.3% to 15.9% across Philadelphia PUMAs

(Table 3 and Figure 3).

4 DISCUSSION

Here we demonstrate a method that uses publicly available data to

generate actionable estimates of dementia prevalence at the local

level. This approach is cost effective and can be used to quantify

expected differences in dementia prevalence within and across munic-

ipalities.

Given that there is no cure for dementia, much of the public health

discussion and guidance from the US Centers for Disease Control

focuses on risk factor prevention and early identification of cognitive

decline.26 Even with these preventive steps, the country will see an

increase in dementia prevalence in the coming years due to the chang-

ing age structure of the US population. To confront this growing pub-

lic health concern, public health departments need tools to estimate

the local burden of dementia and identify disparities within their cov-

erage area to properly and equitably allocate resources. This is espe-

cially true in the absence of formal national and local surveillance sys-

tems. While a dementia surveillance system would enhance our pub-

lic institutions’ ability to respond to the needs of those living with

dementia, there are concerns about the cost and accuracy of demen-

tia surveillance,1 especially given that half of all persons living with

dementia may be undiagnosed.27 Additionally, these surveillance pro-

grams may take years to build, and public health practitioners will

require tools to estimate dementia prevalence in local communities in

themeantime. Our approach serves this need.

Our approach has several strengths. Our validation exercises show

that our approach can produce reasonable estimates of dementia

prevalence in settings where a dementia surveillance study is infeasi-

ble given time or resource constraints.Wewere able to identify several

data sources with dementia prevalence or incidence estimates from

recent years stratified by age, sex, and race/ethnicity. Combining data

across these varied datasets likely strengthens the validity of our over-

all estimates.Wewere able to validate our estimates against other esti-

mates of dementia prevalence and illustrate close agreement. In addi-

tion, our approach is versatile, and can be used to generate demen-

tia prevalence estimates for other regions of the United States, or for

other recent years, provided appropriate demographic information is

available. Finally, this approach is adaptable, and can incorporate newly

published prevalence data fromUS cohorts should these become avail-

able in the future.

We recognize that this approach also has limitations. Our results

are based on the relatively small number of studies with recent, rele-

vant data. The available data could not be readily combined with cen-

sus data without manipulation, and we weighted estimates from the

four samples equally. It may be worth considering weighting cohort-

specific prevalence estimates based on the representativeness of each
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TABLE 3 Estimated dementia prevalence among persons age 65 and older in Philadelphia, PA, based on American Community Survey 2018,
5-year demographic data

Philadelphia

Far

Northeast

Near

Northeast–

-West

Near

Northeast–

East North Northwest East Central West

Center

city Southwest Southeast

Overall 11.9% 10.2% 10.9% 9.3% 12.7% 12.6% 9.8% 15.9% 15.3% 9.8% 14.8% 11.1%

Male 10.0% 9.1% 9.3% 8.4% 10.5% 10.8% 9.0% 12.8% 12.5% 8.4% 11.4% 10.0%

Female 13.1% 11.1% 12.0% 9.8% 13.9% 13.9% 10.4% 17.9% 16.8% 11.0% 16.9% 11.9%

65–74 4.2% 3.0% 3.6% 3.5% 5.3% 4.2% 4.3% 5.6% 5.4% 3.4% 5.2% 3.4%

75–84 14.8% 11.4% 12.0% 12.3% 18.0% 15.7% 13.6% 19.5% 18.6% 12.7% 17.9% 13.2%

85+ 37.9% 33.1% 33.5% 34.0% 43.2% 37.8% 37.4% 44.4% 43.4% 35.5% 43.9% 35.2%

White 10.1% 10.3% 11.8% 9.2% 9.8% 9.9% 8.7% 14.6% 13.3% 8.4% 10.0% 10.5%

Black 15.1% 13.5% 10.8% 11.3% 13.8% 15.6% 13.6% 16.4% 16.0% 15.6% 16.0% 15.9%

Hispanic 10.4% 12.2% 10.1% 10.3% 9.7% 11.3% 9.6% 10.3% 12.0% 12.4% 18.5% 10.2%

Asian 6.4% 6.5% 5.2% 4.5% 6.9% 6.8% 6.3% 7.5% 6.2% 9.0% 5.6% 5.6%

F IGURE 3 Geographic distribution of dementia prevalence across Philadelphia public usemicrodata areas

cohort population to the target population in question. While calcu-

lating prevalence rates of dementia in the Kaiser cohort, we assume

prevalence was constant during the study period. Because dementia

ascertainment was conducted in the two studies during overlapping

timeframes (see Figure 2), we believe this assumption is justifiable.We

make similar assumptions about the relative prevalence of dementia

among men and women across cohorts. Additionally, with the excep-

tion of theWHICAP cohort,28 we lacked information on the proportion

of participants in each cohort residing in a nursing home, a population

that may be of particular interest for local public health departments.
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While our approachmakes use of the available data, and is rational and

well considered, other choices may also be justifiable and would likely

result in slightly different dementia prevalence estimates. While other

methods, such as small area estimation,29,30 could be used to quan-

tify disease prevalence in smaller geographic areas and may have rela-

tive advantages, our approach remains a practical option for obtaining

dementia prevalence data for cities and their subunits.

Our approachprecludes calculatingmeasuresof uncertainty, includ-

ing prediction or confidence intervals. Rather, we prioritize commu-

nicating actionable information on the burden of dementia, while

acknowledging that these are estimates. Although diagnostic crite-

ria for dementia varied across studies, we assumed that they are

measuring the same quantity. However, differences in criteria may

contribute to differences across study-specific estimates of dementia

prevalence.31,32 We also assume that dementia prevalence estimates

in regions from which our cohorts of interest are drawn will general-

ize to other regions in the United States after accounting for differ-

ences in demographic distributions. Specifically, our approach assumes

that, across the United States, equivalent age–sex–race/ethnic groups

(such as non-Hispanic White females aged 65–74) have similar dis-

tributions of other dementia-related predictors, such as education.

This assumption may not be appropriate in some settings. Given lack

of information, we assumed the prevalence of dementia for persons

identifying as a racial/ethnic group other than non-Hispanic White,

non-Hispanic Black, Hispanic, and Asian was equivalent to that of

non-Hispanic Whites. We are also unable to explore potential het-

erogeneity in dementia prevalence within our defined subgroups,

despite evidence that dementia risk varies across Hispanic and Asian

subpopulations.10,14,33,34 Unfortunately, existing studies are inade-

quate to characterize dementia risk across Hispanic or Asian subpop-

ulations, and current census data do not provide granular information

on the age and sex distributions of Hispanic and Asian American sub-

populations. Thus, by necessity, our approach assumes homogenous

riskwithinHispanic andAsian populations.We rely on the 20185-year

ACS estimates for Philadelphia—1-year data are considered unreliable

for geographic levels as small as a PUMA35,36—thus, we assume that

demographic characteristics remain consistent from 2013 to 2018.

Finally, given the impact of COVID-19 is unequal,37–41 existing demo-

graphic data may no longer reflect current demographics. If COVID-

19 also substantially impacts the prevalence of dementiawithin groups

defined by age, sex, and race/ethnicity, use of this process to estimate

dementia prevalence in 2020 and beyond may produce less accurate

estimates.

Here, we demonstrate that it is possible to use publicly available

data on dementia risk to derive local estimates of dementia prevalence.

This approach is cost effective and can provide valuable information to

municipalities, states, and local governments as they plan to support

persons living with dementia and their care partners.
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